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Rahul Wathodkar

Head - Sales and Marketing.

Rahul started working for Desma in 1997 after completing his

electrical engineering and acquiring programming experience

of Siemens 55 control system. In the beginning he worked as

service engineer in Desma.

He understood the expectations of Indian moulders and took
the lead in developing India specific control system for the

Indian moulders. During the development of control system,

Rahul was made responsible to lead the field service and spare
part team. With successful introduction of indigenous controls
for Desma machines Rahul was given Responsibility to setup

and lead electrical & software at Desma India, by 2006 Rahul

was heading electrical and software department along with field

service and spare parts at Desma India

In 2006 he was deputed to China for setting up manufacturing

iacility for Desma machines in china. During his three years
. stay at Wuxi china, Desma Chinawas established to produced

sigma series machines for Chinese market.

He resumed his responsibilities after returning to DESMA

India in 2009 and shortly his team developed fully closed loop
process control system DRC1020 subsequently this control

system was upgraded with DRC 1030 control system, having

fully touch panel and industry 4.0 compatibility.

With immense technical exposure to machine with advance

knowledge and experience in Desma machine automation...
hydraulic and controls. He is now working with Desma sales

and marketino
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With our PCF Navigator ECOS,
we want to give our customers a tool

to show the numerous options for CO,
reduction in the manufacturing

of elastomer article.

t will be impossible in the foreseeable future to
produce CO2 neutral elastomer articles since the
base material alone carries a considerable CO-

footprint. In fact, the elastomer compound contribution
can range from 2 to over 10 kg of CO, per kilogram
of compound depending on the source of data, typ€
of compound, as well as the energy and logistics
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used in the compound manufacturing process.
When considering the material portion of the CO,
footprint in any elastomer arlicle, one must keep in
mind the factors of sprue waste and specific article
scrap rates. In addition, a CO, footprint calculation
for the manufacture of the injection moulding machine,
cold runner, and mould must be taken into account.
For a complete calculation, it also necessary to also
include the important impact of logistics and supplier
contributions.

What [asic options ate auailable
for action?
When manufacturing or procuring injection moulding
machines, a choice can be made between energy-
saving servo technology, the use of steel produced with
green energy, or, if necessary, the use of regenerative
energies. To reduce primary energy consumption
during the rubber injection process, we offer options
such as DESMA EnergyControl+, DESMA lso+ heating
plates, and full perimeter mould insulation.
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In addition, an ideal a positive effect can be achie.o-.:
if the machines can be manufactured as close =
possible to the actual place of use; this clearly red;'o=
logistics related emissions.

Despite these potential actions, it is easy to see that .
manufacture of the injection moulding machine. ove. :
calculated service of 15 years, typically only has ar -
act of approximately 1% of the CO, footprint of a givr
rubber injection moulded article. Nevertheless, allsuch
advantages must be considered to achieve a positive
influence on the overall balance.

Example CO, Footprint for Desma 400Ton Machine
with average equipment

With the help of the DESMA PC Navigator Ecos,
customers can get a detailed overview of the factors
that make up the COrfootprint of the individual moulded
article. lt also shows which measures can be taken to
achieve improvements.
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result is as accurate approximation as possible, since
the consumption values used for the calculation are

r ncorporated manually.

Selection window nest layout and selected number of
nozzles with saving calculations

Finally, we have also prov n for cusromers
to include upstream and process steps,
along with their CO, impa ditional manual
data entry fields.

-: ::hieve such goals, manufacturers can take actions

The DESMA PC Navigator Ecos will soon oe avaitabteto ers via the DESMA EIn ue to add more macIo rease functionality. Wau a neutral institution
our assumptions and calculations, from this we will
then present a corresponding stamp of quality for the
DESMA PCF Navigator Ecos.
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Kloeckner Desma Machinerv pvt. LtJ.

Plot No 1 0. Road No.1 , G.|.D.C.. Kithewada,
Ahmedabad 382430, India
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